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Your strategic HR partner enabling your

business and people to thrive

Unlock the power
of your people
with PeopleOS



Our Story

Initially constituted the People Operations team
within Venture Garden Group, a technology holding
company dedicated to transforming the African
continent through innovation and technology; In
2022, this entity evolved into PeopleOS.
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PeopleOS combines decades of experience with

state-of- the art technology products to deliver

best-in-class HR services.

For more than twelve years, since
our inception in Vibranium Valley,
we have delivered Human
Resources support that has fueled
transformative growth for over
twenty businesses across Nigeria,
Kenya, the United States of
America, and the United Kingdom.
We have formed partnerships with
governments, businesses, founders,
and investors to address
challenges that positively impact
millions.



Our
Philosophy
By aligning our objectives with your over-all

people strategy, we aim to achieve

measurable results for your business.

We understand the crucial yet challenging task

of establishing the right structure to empower,

motivate, and manage your people, particularly

in the initial stages of your journey. That's why

we assist you in managing all aspects of this

process, helping your gain time to focus directly

on achieving results.

Our Mission is to continually link
exceptional African talent to remote
global opportunities that enable our
clients scale faster

Our Vision is to create a borderless
workforce, partnering with global
organisations looking to hire talent
from Africa 
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Our People
Thought leaders and the go-to experts for all

your human capital development needs
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Ephraim Victor

General Manager

Kate Ogbuka

Talent Partner

Bunmi Akinyemiju

Director

Demola Idowu

Director
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Fiyinfoluwa Sanwo

Talent Partner

Esther Uzoukwu

Talent Partner

The People you
need for your

people



Our Solutions
We collaborate with organizations to

provide innovative solutions, enhance

performance, and push the boundaries for

their success.

HRx1

Our Human Resources as a Service

offering is a model that allows

organizations to outsource their

Human Resources function to us and

provides flexibility, cost-effectiveness,

and access to specialized HR expertise

without the need for an in-house HR

department.

Ascend2

Ascend focuses on equipping

professionals with practical, in-

demand skills and leadership

competencies essential for success in

the dynamic landscape of life. The

platform offers mentoring and

networking opportunities, connecting

talents with both local and global

avenues for professional growth and

expedite their journey toward building

successful and influential careers.

RemoteOS3

With a talent pool that is not bound by

geography, our model allows flexibility

whatever your needs are. We provide

staffing services to enable you scale

your business fast and support your

temporary, fractional, contract to

permanent staffing needs across

Africa.

ReSourcin4

At PeopleOS, we've crafted and

implemented a proven recruitment

strategy focused on identifying,

acquiring, retaining, and placing top

talent. Recognizing that your success

hinges on hiring the right individuals,

our team of recruitment experts

leverages our extensive network to

source and screen a pool of competent

resources prepared to take on roles

within your organization.
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People Outsourcing5

We are pleased to introduce our comprehensive end-to-end people

outsourcing solution. This seamless offering encompasses strategy,

planning, and implementation of manpower deployment, as well as

effective workflow management.

Our Outsourcing Solution Highlights:

Comprehensive Approach

From initial strategy formulation to the meticulous planning and seamless

implementation of manpower deployment, we oversee every aspect of the

process to ensure optimal results.

Manpower Deployment

Leveraging our extensive network and proven methodologies, we identify,

recruit, and deploy top talent best suited for your organizational

requirements. Our rigorous selection process ensures that only the most

qualified candidates are chosen.

Workflow Management

Our advanced workflow management system streamlines operations,

enhances productivity, and ensures smooth coordination across all

aspects of manpower deployment. We handle workflow management with

precision, allowing you to focus on core business activities.
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Grow faster
with PeopleOS
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PeopleOS’
Exceptionalism
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Innovative HR

Solutions

Reliable

Services

Delivery

Collaborative

Partnership
Results;

Measured

by Success

Focused on

Success & our

Clients’ Bottom

line.

Technology

Driven

PeopleOS excels by deeply understanding

our client needs as partners and delivering

from a perspective that seeks to offer

services that create a distinct business

advantage.
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Interested In PeopleOS Innovative Services?

+2347033023941

sales@peopleos.co

Vibranium Valley, 42 Local Airport Road,
Ikeja Lagos

Reach out to discover more.


